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ate payments are disruptive to all types of businesses. But how

common are they within the ad industry?

Financial intermediary OAREX Capital Markets analyzed more than

10,000 invoices from its clients—publishers, ad tech vendors and

agencies—and found that over the past year, 55% of payments came

late. On average, late payments came in about a week late, and nearly

10% of late payments came in more than 15 days late.

About three in 10 invoices were paid early and only 14% were paid

right on time. The vast majority of invoices (73%) were paid the correct

amount. Of invoices without the right payment amount, more were

overpaid than underpaid. Just 11% of invoices were underpaid

compared with 17% that were overpaid.

The stipulations of contracts vary by company, but ad agencies and

publishers often wait 60 days or longer to get paid by the firms they do

business with. This can put companies in a tough position.

For instance, if a publisher gets a traffic surge one month, it will have to

wait awhile to get redeemed for all the ads it served. And OAREX’s data

shows that due to late payments, the publisher will likely wait even

longer to get paid than anticipated. Contracts, which are supposed to

https://oarex.com/company-news/oarex-ad-tech-study-q3-2017/
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pay out two months after ads run, get stretched out and suddenly the

publisher may find itself going 12 weeks before making money off the

user attention it delivered to its advertisers.

If a payment comes in a week late every 60 days, the companies

receiving the payment will have to set aside 15% more capital to cover

the shortfall, OAREX CEO Hanna Kassis estimates. The frustration that

late payments creates can be seen in reddit threads where ad

professionals take their vendors to task for stiffing them.

The byzantine ad supply chain makes it difficult to track late payments.

With money getting passed between advertisers, demand-side

vendors, publishers and supply-side vendors, it can easily become a

boondoggle to figure out where the disappearing ad dollars are going.

In March 2018, Warc estimated that the total “tech tax” accounted for

55% of all programmatic ad spend worldwide last year.

https://www.reddit.com/r/adops/comments/8nk47c/how_much_does_defy_media_owe_you/
https://www.warc.com/content/article/Global_Ad_Trends,_March_2018_Threats_to_digital_advertising/121186

